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Abstract. We examine the effects of ozone precursor emis-
sions from megacities on present-day air quality using the
global chemistry–climate model UM-UKCA (UK Met Office
Unified Model coupled to the UK Chemistry and Aerosols
model). The sensitivity of megacity and regional ozone to
local emissions, both from within the megacity and from
surrounding regions, is important for determining air quality
across many scales, which in turn is key for reducing human
exposure to high levels of pollutants. We use two methods,
perturbation and tagging, to quantify the impact of megacity
emissions on global ozone. We also completely redistribute
the anthropogenic emissions from megacities, to compare
changes in local air quality going from centralised, densely
populated megacities to decentralised, lower density urban
areas. Focus is placed not only on how changes to megacity
emissions affect regional and global NOx and O3, but also
on changes to NOy deposition and to local chemical environ-
ments which are perturbed by the emission changes.

The perturbation and tagging methods show broadly sim-
ilar megacity impacts on total ozone, with the perturbation
method underestimating the contribution partially because it
perturbs the background chemical environment. The total re-
distribution of megacity emissions locally shifts the chem-
ical environment towards more NOx-limited conditions in
the megacities, which is more conducive to ozone produc-
tion, and monthly mean surface ozone is found to increase
up to 30 % in megacities, depending on latitude and sea-
son. However, the displacement of emissions has little effect
on the global annual ozone burden (0.12 % change). Glob-
ally, megacity emissions are shown to contribute∼3 % of
total NOy deposition. The changes in O3, NOx and NOy de-

position described here are useful for quantifying megacity
impacts and for understanding the sensitivity of megacity
regions to local emissions. The small global effects of the
100 % redistribution carried out in this study suggest that
the distribution of emissions on the local scale is unlikely to
have large implications for chemistry–climate processes on
the global scale.

1 Introduction

Over the past few decades the rise in the world’s urban pop-
ulation has led to an increase in the number of megacities,
generally defined as cities with a population of greater than
10 million. Poor air quality is a major concern for megac-
ities, since these areas of high population density are also
intense areas of air pollutant emissions (Molina and Molina,
2004; Gurjar et al., 2008). As these cities continue to grow,
future changes to emissions are a concern, not only for air
quality on a local scale, but also on larger scales due to the
potential influence the megacities could have on surrounding
environments. Precursor emissions of tropospheric ozone,
a pollutant of particular concern for adverse health effects
(Molina and Molina, 2004; Gurjar et al., 2010), are increas-
ing in many developing megacities across the world, includ-
ing southeastern Asia (Streets and Waldhoff, 2000; van der
A et al., 2008). In more developed megacities, such as those
in Europe and the United States, recent decreases in emis-
sions noted within the megacities (Wild et al., 2012; Parrish
et al., 2011; Warneke et al., 2012) suggest external pollution
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sources may now have greater influence on their air quality
(Parrish et al., 2011).

Megacity emissions of nitrogen oxides
(NOx =NO+ NO2) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
are important precursors to ozone formation. Transport
of these precursor species and ozone itself can be local,
regional, and hemispheric (see e.g. HTAP (Hemispheric
Transport of Air Pollution) 2010 and other previous studies
(e.g.Wild and Akimoto, 2001; Derwent et al., 2004; Fiore
et al., 2009)). Changes to urban emissions therefore have
the potential to influence air quality on much larger scales,
as also investigated in the recent European collaborative
project MEGAPOLI (Megacities: Emissions, urban, regional
and Global Atmospheric POLlution and climate effects, and
Integrated tools for assessment and mitigation) (Baklanov
et al., 2010), and in a number of recent modelling studies
(Mayer et al., 2000; Lawrence et al., 2007; Butler and
Lawrence, 2009; Fiore et al., 2009; Butler et al., 2012).
Many of these studies use pure modelling approaches to
assess the impact of emission changes both in perturba-
tion and future scenarios. In this study we use a global
chemistry–climate model to analyse a range of scales.

Lawrence et al.(2007) used a three-dimensional transport
model to characterise the transport of inert pollution tracers
away from megacities, finding large variations between the
pollution potentials of different megacities. Following from
this, later studies quantified the global impact of megaci-
ties on atmospheric composition and climate by using an-
nihilation techniques (Butler and Lawrence, 2009; Folberth
et al., 2012), in which a scenario where the megacity emis-
sions are completely removed is compared with a control
run in which the emissions are unaltered. Using a three-
dimensional global chemistry transport model,Butler and
Lawrence(2009) applied this perturbation method to show
that the global megacity impact on tropospheric ozone was
disproportionately small compared with the amount of ozone
precursor emissions from megacities.

Besides the perturbation method, tagging methodologies
have been recently used in source attribution studies (e.g.
Grewe, 2004; Pfister et al., 2008; Grewe et al., 2010; Em-
mons et al., 2012). Ozone, as a secondary pollutant, is not
directly emitted and therefore cannot be directly tagged
from an emission source. Previous studies have shown that
source attribution can be achieved through tagging either of
its precursors, VOCs (Butler et al., 2011) or NOx (Pfister
et al., 2006; Brown-Steiner and Hess, 2011; Grewe et al.,
2012; Emmons et al., 2012). Grewe et al.(2010) use a tag-
ging methodology to quantify errors in the more commonly
used perturbation method for source attribution, showing that
these errors have the potential to be large (factor of 2).

As megacities evolve, their impact is likely to change de-
pending on future emissions and climate. Four future RCP
(Representative Concentration Pathway) emission scenarios,
as considered byButler et al. (2012), suggest that at the
global scale the impact of megacities will remain small in

comparison to their share of precursor emissions throughout
the 21st century. Using a methodology in which megacity
emissions were redistributed,Butler et al.(2012) investigated
the sensitivity of megacity air quality to emissions from out-
side the megacity. Redistributing 25 % of megacity emissions
showed that in future scenarios the megacity grid cells be-
came less sensitive to local emissions and more sensitive to
emissions from outside these grid cells.

Our overall aim here is to understand the impact of megac-
ity emissions, particularly on tropospheric ozone. We use
both modelling approaches, perturbation as well as tagging,
to explore the impact of megacity emissions, using the UM-
UKCA global chemistry–climate model (UK Met Office
Unified Model coupled to the UK Chemistry and Aerosols
model). A chemical tagging scheme has been introduced
into the UM-UKCA model to allow the NOx emissions from
megacities to be tracked, and hence ozone produced to be at-
tributed to the megacity source. Tagging is useful not only
in determining megacity contributions to the Ox budget, but
also for showing the spread of influence of megacity emis-
sions. This is the first instance where both tagging and per-
turbation approaches are used to assess megacity impacts.

Results using tagging are compared with the results from
annihilation and redistribution scenarios. Comparing and
contrasting the modelling approaches gives an appreciation
of model uncertainty. For consistency, we use a similar 25 %
redistribution technique toButler et al. (2012). The UM-
UKCA model has both interactive chemistry and a slightly
higher resolution than the model used in the study ofBut-
ler et al. (2012). We also consider a more extreme, upper-
bound scenario in which 100 % of the anthropogenic emis-
sions from megacities are redistributed and a scenario in
which megacities are intensified by a 25 % increase in emis-
sions. To understand the changes, we focus on the resulting
changes to the chemical environments on megacity regional
scales. At the current resolution of global models, determin-
ing the chemical regime on small megacity scales is limited
by the relatively coarse model resolution, and uncertainty in
the underlying emissions. For this reason we focus partic-
ularly on regional changes and the average change across
megacities grouped by latitude.

Ozone is a major pollutant with important health effects,
so one aspect of our study is to consider impacts on ozone ex-
posure. Ozone exceedance days, defined here as days where
the maximum 8-hourly average ozone concentration exceeds
60ppb (EU, 2008), are frequently considered in air quality
studies to understand the impacts that ozone changes may
have on population exposure (Anenberg et al., 2009, 2010;
West et al., 2009b). Here, we specifically consider changes
to the daily 8 h maximum ozone concentrations (DM8H) by
calculating 8 h moving averages of ozone for each scenario.

We additionally investigate the impact of megacities on
terrestrial ecosystems by considering nitrogen deposition.
The deposition of NOy is both a source of nutrients to ter-
restrial ecosystems (Sanderson et al., 2008) and a source of
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carbon uptake (Holland et al., 1997), but too much nitrogen
deposition can lead to negative impacts, such as eutrophica-
tion, damage to ecosystems through nitrogen saturation (Hol-
land et al., 1997) and soil acidification (Bowman et al., 2008).
Previous studies have shown changes to NOx emissions to
have a significant effect on nitrogen deposition (Lamarque
et al., 2005; Dentener et al., 2006; Sanderson et al., 2008;
Zhang et al., 2012). Using an average from five different
models,Dentener et al.(2006) show that for a current air
quality legislation (CLE) scenario between 2000 and 2030
the role of climate change in increasing NOy deposition is
relatively small (+0.6 %) compared to the role of emission
increases (+11 %). Based on this, future increases in megac-
ity emissions would be expected to have a large impact on
NOy deposition.

In Sect.2, we detail the model used in this study, UM-
UKCA, as well as the experimental design, and discuss the
NOx tagging scheme implemented. In Sect.3, results are pre-
sented from four different emissions scenarios, two of which
involve the redistribution of emissions from megacities and
focus on the impact this has on the local chemical regime
(Sect.3.3). The other two scenarios investigate changes to
the total emissions, one in the form of an annihilation sce-
nario, the other an enhancement of megacity emissions. Sim-
ilar analyses are performed for all scenarios, including anal-
ysis of total column ozone changes, ozone and NOx sur-
face changes, and changes to the chemical environments. In
Sect.3.4, we quantify ozone and peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN)
attributed to megacity emissions using the tagging method,
and in Sect.3.5we compare the perturbation and tagging re-
sults. Different scales of impact are considered, and we cal-
culate changes to ozone exceedance values on local scales to
consider the impact of megacity emission perturbations on
human exposure to ozone, and investigate impacts on NOy
deposition (Sect.4). Finally we summarise our conclusions
in Sect.5.

2 Methodology

2.1 The UM-UKCA model

Model integrations are performed using the UK Chem-
istry and Aerosols (UKCA) model (Telford et al., 2010;
Archibald et al., 2011; O’Connor et al., 2013), coupled to
an atmosphere-only version of the UK Met Office Unified
Model (UM) version 7.3 (Hewitt et al., 2011). The model is
configured at a base horizontal resolution of 1.875◦ in longi-
tude by 1.25◦ in latitude and has 63 hybrid height levels in the
vertical, with a model top at∼41 km. To produce the appro-
priate meteorological conditions for the year 2005 (chosen
as the reference year for model runs within the MEGAPOLI
project), a nudging technique is used (Telford et al., 2008),
which constrains the model winds and temperature to re-
analysis data from the European Centre for Medium-range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim dataset (Berris-
ford et al., 2009; Dee et al., 2011). All model integrations are
performed for a period of one year plus a three-year spin-up
(constrained to a perpetual 2005). Sea surface temperatures
and sea ice cover for the year 2005 are prescribed from the
AMIP dataset (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/amip).

A tropospheric chemistry scheme, described inO’Connor
et al. (2013), is used to represent chemical cycles of Ox,
HOx and NOx as well as the oxidation of CO and other non-
methane hydrocarbons as previously described inZeng and
Pyle (2003). The oxidation of isoprene is included by im-
plementation of the condensed Mainz Isoprene Mechanism
(MIM) as described inPöschl et al.(2000), so that a to-
tal of 60 chemical tracers and 132 photochemical reactions
are represented in the model. The parameterisations ofGian-
nakopoulos et al.(1999) are used for both dry and wet de-
position. Aerosol radiative effects are represented using the
CLASSIC (Coupled Large-scale Aerosol Simulator for Stud-
ies in Climate) scheme, as described byJones et al.(2001)
andBellouin et al.(2007), and the Fast-Jx Photolysis scheme
(Neu et al., 2007; Telford et al., 2013) is used for interactive
calculations of photolysis rates. Upper-boundary conditions
for ozone and NOy are fixed to climatological values above
70 hPa: ozone is constrained using the Rosenlof climatology
(Dall’Amico et al., 2010) and NOy is overwritten from zonal
mean values from the Cambridge 2D model (Law and Pyle,
1993a, b). Concentrations of long-lived species such as CO2,
CH4, N2O and CFCs are fixed to constant values represen-
tative of the year 2005. Surface emissions for the chemical
species are generated from the emission dataset byLamar-
que et al.(2010), as developed for the Intergovernmental
Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report,
and updated to 2005 using the RCP-8.5 scenario (Riahi et al.,
2011). Isoprene emissions are taken from the POET database
(Granier et al., 2005; Olivier et al., 2003) and biomass burn-
ing emissions are for the year 2005 taken from the Global
Fire Emissions Database (GFED) version 3 (van der Werf
et al., 2010). Other biogenic emissions, including emissions
of CO, Me2CO and NO, are as described inO’Connor et al.
(2013). Long-term climatologies and the IPCC A2 scenario
projections are used to provide soot and sulphur emissions
from biomass burning for input to the model aerosol scheme.

The current model configuration was evaluated by com-
paring modelled ozone with ozone concentrations from
a number of datasets, including theLogan (1999) sonde
data, the Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozonesondes
(SHADOZ) data (Thompson et al., 2003), the European
Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) network
(http://www.emep.int/) and the US Clean Air Status and
Trends Network (CASTNet;http://www.epa.gov/castnet/).
This analysis showed that the seasonality of ozone is cap-
tured well and the model produces present-day ozone compa-
rable to observations and to other global models (cf.Steven-
son et al., 2006), although ozone is slightly overpredicted in
the Northern Hemisphere. An evaluation of the tropospheric
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Table 1.A summary of simulations performed in this study. Each simulation is run for one year.

Scenario Description Total global
emissions altered

Base Control run with the original emissions dataset no
100 % redistribution All anthropogenic emissions are removed from

megacity grid cells and redistributed into the
country to which the megacity belongs

no

25 % redistribution 25 % of anthropogenic emissions are removed from
megacity grid cells and redistributed into the country
to which the megacity belongs

no

Annihilation All anthropogenic emissions are completely removed
from megacity grid cells

yes

25 % increase Anthropogenic emissions are increased by 25 % in all
megacity grid cells

yes

chemistry scheme can be found inTelford et al.(2013). For
the present study, the effects of these slight ozone biases
are minimised by the experimental design, which focuses
on comparing the impact of emission perturbations between
model runs containing similar underlying biases.

2.2 Megacity mask

In order to perform perturbation experiments of the emis-
sions from megacities, we need to reliably identify model
grid cells in which the megacities are located. Previously dif-
ferent approaches have been used, both for identifying urban
grid cells (Mayer et al., 2000) and for creating a megacity
mask at 1◦ × 1◦ resolution (Butler et al., 2008). In this study
we use a combination of the above-mentioned methods, cou-
pled to the RCP-8.5 emissions dataset at a higher resolution
of 0.5◦

× 0.5◦ to produce a more realistic megacity mask for
a total of 36 megacities. This new approach, summarised be-
low, was also used to identify megacity grid cells in a recent
study byButler et al.(2012).

Initial megacity coordinates are taken from the Collins
World Atlas (Harpercollins Reference, 2008), with any
grid cell surrounding these coordinates included if NOx
emissions show values above a chosen threshold of
10 kg(N)day−1km−2. As inButler et al.(2008), the urban ag-
glomerations of the Po Valley and Rhine-Ruhr are included,
as these regions act as similar pollution hotspots on a megac-
ity scale. These were identified based on their definitions
within the EU MEGAPOLI project (Butler et al., 2012).

2.3 Emission scenarios

A megacity mask, described in Sect.2.2, was used to pro-
duce a range of megacity emission scenarios for inclusion in
the model. In all the experiments, we vary only the anthro-
pogenic component of the emissions from megacities, and
the changes in emissions are applied equally across all sec-
tors. The total magnitude of megacity anthropogenic NOx
emissions in this study is∼6 Tgyr−1. This is equal to∼6 %

of the global total anthropogenic NOx emissions. For non-
methane VOCs (NMVOCs), the total magnitude of megac-
ity anthropogenic emissions is∼1.5 Tgyr−1 (∼5 % of the
global total anthropogenic NMVOC emissions). A total of
five simulations are performed: a “base” run, using emissions
from the standard dataset; an “annihilation” run, where an-
thropogenic emissions from megacities are totally removed;
two “redistribution” runs with respectively 25 % and 100 %
of anthropogenic emissions redistributed from megacity grid
cells; and finally an “increased” emissions scenario in which
megacity anthropogenic emissions are increased by 25 %. A
list of the simulations and a brief description can be found
in Table 1. All emission perturbations are applied at the
0.5◦

× 0.5◦ resolution. The emissions are then interpolated
to the UM-UKCA model resolution of 1.875◦ × 1.25◦.

The annihilation technique was previously used inButler
and Lawrence(2009) and Butler et al.(2012), and is used
here for comparison, although it is an oversimplification and
can cause sharp artificial gradients on local scales. To con-
sider regional and local scales, we employ 25 % and 100 %
redistribution scenarios, reducing the anthropogenic emis-
sions in megacity grid cells by respectively 25 % and 100 %
and spreading these emissions across the country in which
the megacity is located. Unlike in the annihilation scenario,
emission totals remain constant for each country and glob-
ally. Finally, the increased emissions scenario considers in-
tensification of the megacity emissions, investigating the im-
pact of more concentrated megacity emissions on ozone in
the surrounding regions. The anthropogenic emissions in the
megacity grid cells are increased by 25 %. This leads to an
increase in the global total ozone precursor emissions, with
an increase in the share that megacities contribute to the to-
tal. Differences between emissions in each of the scenarios
are shown in Fig.1.
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different emission scenarios. Note the scale is logarithmic to show the full range of emission
perturbations. The totals are calculated on a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid.
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Fig. 1. NO emissions are shown in Ggyr−1 for each of the megacities in the study under different emission scenarios. Note the scale is
logarithmic to show the full range of emission perturbations. The totals are calculated on a 0.5◦

× 0.5◦ grid.

2.4 Tagging methodology

The method we use to tag the NOx emissions from megaci-
ties is a NOx–O3 tagging mechanism based on the approach
of Emmons et al.(2012). The tagging creates a copy of the
NOx emissions from the standard chemistry, and follows the
nitrogen compounds through a separate but identical chem-
ical mechanism. Crucially, the tagging does not affect the
standard chemistry. Tagged ozone is produced through the
photolysis and oxidation of tagged NO2. The chemical de-
struction and loss of tagged ozone through deposition occurs
at the same rate as non-tagged ozone is destroyed.

In UM-UKCA, the tagging scheme tracks all odd nitrogen
and odd oxygen species. Tagged species react with the com-
pounds in the standard chemistry in exactly the same way as
non-tagged species but do not influence the standard chem-
istry. In this work we use a chemical tropopause defined as
the altitude where ozone reaches 150 ppb. Globally, we find
the summation of tagged ozone from all the separate NOx
sources and the stratospheric ozone source is equal to 98.4 %
of the total tropospheric ozone. The remaining 1.6 % includes
ozone from minor O3-forming reactions that are not included
in the tagging scheme.

2.5 Chemical regime diagnostics

As an additional diagnostic tool, we also consider the sen-
sitivity of ozone production regimes to megacity emission
perturbations. The ratio of VOCs to nitrogen oxides (NOx)
determines the photochemistry of a region, such that highly
polluted urban areas lie in a different chemical environment
to that of rural regions. Megacities, as large emitters of NO,
are typically characterised as lying in VOC-limited chemical
regimes. The non-linearity of the ozone chemistry means that
initial concentrations of NO are not directly proportional to
the ozone formed; hence small perturbations in emissions can
change the chemical environment and the ozone produced
(Jenkin and Clemitshaw, 2000; Sillman, 1995, 1999). By
analysing the ratio of NOx to VOCs, we can assess the chem-
ical regime and so, for example, contrast latitudinal groups
of megacities. Changes to emissions will affect the chemical
conversion regimes and hence can provide insight into the
likely effects of emission reduction policies.

To diagnose the typical chemical environments of megac-
ity regions before and after the redistribution of emissions,
we use the ratio of hydrogen peroxide formation to nitric acid
formation as a chemical diagnostic (Sillman, 1995). A high
ratio of H2O2 : HNO3 indicates a NOx-limited environment,
whereas a low ratio indicates the regime to be more VOC-
limited. In some regions an ozone removal chemical regime

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/12215/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 12215–12231, 2013
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Fig. 2. Global surface differences showing the effect of redistributing 100% of megacity anthro-
pogenic emissions compared to a control run. Seasonal mean differences are shown for JJA
(left column) and DJF (right column) for NOx (top row) and ozone (bottom row). Differences are
as percentage change ( redistribution−base

base × 100).
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Fig. 2.Global surface differences showing the effect of redistributing 100 % of megacity anthropogenic emissions compared to a control run.
Seasonal mean differences are shown for JJA (left column) and DJF (right column) for NOx (top row) and ozone (bottom row). Differences
are as percentage change (redistribution-base

base × 100).

dominates due to the titration of O3 by high NO concentra-
tions. We therefore also consider the flux through the titration
reaction O3 + NO → NO2 + O2.

3 Modelling the effect of megacity emissions

3.1 Global and regional effects

In this section we analyse surface changes in NOx and ozone
for the different emission scenarios. Percentage changes are
calculated as (scenario-base

base ×100). In the annihilation scenario
the complete removal of megacity emissions, which accounts
for ∼4.3 % of the total NOx, leads to a small global tropo-
spheric column ozone decrease of 0.27 %, which compares
to the small 0.84 % change found byButler et al.(2012).
Some differences are expected due to the model differences
both in the online chemistry and in lightning, soil, and iso-
prene emissions. However, the size of the effect supports
the conclusion that megacities have a small impact on tro-
pospheric ozone compared to their share of precursor emis-
sions. The effect of megacity emissions on the annual global
burden of NO and NO2 is found to be 2.24 % and 2.79 %
for the whole troposphere and larger at the surface (9.36 %
and 4.47 % respectively). This shows NOx to be strongly af-

fected by megacity emissions, with the increases at the sur-
face greater than the contribution of megacities to the total
NOx emissions. The effect of megacity emissions on the an-
nual global burden of OH is found to be small,−0.14 % over
the whole troposphere and less than−0.1 % in the surface
layer.

We now focus on the results of the 100 % redistribution
run. This redistribution scenario is more meaningful than the
megacity annihilation, as total emissions are conserved, but
still provides an upper-bound case where changes are large
enough to be distinguished from model noise (note that the
25 % redistribution scenario shows very similar but weaker
changes compared to the 100 % redistribution scenario and is
therefore not discussed explicitly in this section). Percentage
changes of surface NOx and ozone under the 100 % redis-
tribution scenario are shown in Fig.2 for summer and win-
ter averages. Globally, the total annual difference in ozone
between the control run and the 100 % redistribution run is
0.12 %, although larger regional differences are seen as il-
lustrated by changes over the European domain. The small
change in total annual ozone supports the findings of both
previous annihilation studies on regional and global scales
(Butler and Lawrence, 2009; Butler et al., 2012) and the an-
nihilation run carried out in this work.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 12215–12231, 2013 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/12215/2013/
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Fig. 3. Summary for Europe of the 100% redistribution run compared to the base run for the
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the regime shifting towards more NOx-limited conditions and large negative change indicates
the regime shifting towards more VOC-limited conditions, and c) surface changes in the re-
moval of O3 through the reaction flux O3 +NO. All differences are as percentage change
( redistribution−base

base × 100).
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Fig. 3. Summary for Europe of the 100 % redistribution run compared to the base run for the month of December. Figures show(a) ozone
surface changes;(b) surface chemical regime changes through the ratio of H2O2 : HNO3 production, where large positive change indicates
the regime shifting towards more NOx-limited conditions and large negative change indicates the regime shifting towards more VOC-limited
conditions; and(c) surface changes in the removal of O3 through the reaction flux O3 + NO. All differences are as percentage change
( redistribution-base

base × 100).

Figure 2 shows that redistributing megacities’ emissions
has a larger impact during winter months, particularly in
NOx. This is caused by the change in relative sources of
NOx and photochemically generated HOx (Jacob et al., 1995;
Wu et al., 2009). During winter, the longer lifetime of NOx
allows for longer-range atmospheric transport. Focusing on
the European region, the complete redistribution of megac-
ity emissions reduces NOx in the megacities and increases
its concentrations in surrounding areas. The largest effects
are within the host countries, although horizontal and ver-
tical advection ensure changes are not confined to country
boundaries. Interestingly, although the total NOx emitted re-
mains constant, the effect of shifting emissions away from
the cities leads to a small increase in background ozone over
Europe (+0.58 %). In particular, ozone is found to increase in
all seasons in the megacities of London, Paris and the Ruhr
Valley. This can be explained partly by a local decrease in
NO with subsequent reduction in the amount of ozone di-
rectly destroyed by titration, a mechanism responsible for O3
depletion in polluted regions. Additionally, the background
chemical regime in the megacities is also affected by the
emission changes, and in this case it is perturbed towards a
more NOx-limited environment. Due to the non-linearity in
the system, a more NOx-limited environment leads to more
efficient ozone production with the reduction in emissions
(Sillman, 1999; Kleinman et al., 1994). Fluxes through reac-
tions outlined in Sect.2.5 were used to analyse the changes
in ozone due to the redistribution scenarios. The results for
the 100 % redistribution scenario in winter are presented in
Fig. 3. Figure3 shows that European megacities experience
increased ozone, reduced titration and a shift from a strongly
VOC-limited to a weakly VOC-limited chemical regime as
a result of redistributing emissions away from the megacity
grid cells.

With a 25 % increase in megacity emissions the global tro-
pospheric ozone increases by<0.13 %. Therefore the effect
of increasing megacity emissions also leads to a dispropor-

tionately small impact on tropospheric ozone compared to
their share of precursor emissions, in agreement with the an-
nihilation scenario and with the work ofButler and Lawrence
(2009). Downwind of megacities there is increased ozone
production as a result of the additional emissions. However,
we point out that the relatively coarse model resolution of
1.875◦ × 1.25◦ might reduce the impact of increasing emis-
sions in megacity grid cells since the increased emissions
are spread over a larger area than would be the case us-
ing a higher-resolution grid. The use of a higher-resolution
chemistry–climate model would therefore be beneficial in
determining more local effects.

3.2 Local effects

In order to assess the impact of the redistribution scenarios
at the megacity grid cell scale, monthly mean ozone con-
centrations are compared for all cities, with results gathered
into groups according to latitude and shown in Fig.4. Each
panel shows ozone percentage changes between the base run
and the four scenarios. Solid lines represent the mean of all
megacities in each latitude band, with the error bars reflecting
±1σ . In the Northern Hemisphere, in the 100 % redistribu-
tion run ozone increases in megacity grid cells by up to 30 %
(Fig. 4a). The annihilation and 100 % redistribution scenar-
ios have similar effects on ozone within the megacity grid
cells. The tropical and Southern Hemisphere megacities see
smaller changes in ozone, caused by differences in the back-
ground chemical environments, which are typically cleaner
and less VOC-limited. In the 25 % increase scenario we find a
decrease in megacities ozone over all latitude groups, partic-
ularly in winter. The addition of NO emissions increases the
titration of ozone within megacity grid cells and hence leads
to decreases in ozone concentrations. The marked seasonal
cycle in ozone for the Northern and Southern Hemisphere
megacities implies that the effect of emission changes are
highest in the winter months, while in the tropics the effect
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Fig. 4. Percentage change in megacity surface ozone for emission perturbation scenarios.
Megacities are grouped and averaged according to latitudinal bands; Northern Hemisphere
megacities are considered those that are located >25◦ N, and Southern Hemisphere megaci-
ties>25◦ S. Lines are coloured according to scenario (see key bottom right). Error bars indicate
one standard deviation from the mean.
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Fig. 4. Percentage change in megacity surface ozone for emission perturbation scenarios. Megacities are grouped and averaged according
to latitudinal bands; Northern Hemisphere megacities are considered those that are located>25◦ N, and Southern Hemisphere megacities
>25◦ S. Lines are coloured according to scenario (see key bottom right). Error bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean.

of reducing or increasing megacities’ emissions has a small
effect on ozone concentrations throughout the year.

3.3 Chemical regime changes

Figure5a–c show the annual average H2O2 : HNO3 forma-
tion ratio for each megacity, for the 25 % and 100 % redis-
tribution runs and the 25 % increase scenario. Fluxes are
calculated as a mean over the lowest 6 model levels, i.e.
up to a height of 320 m. The figure highlights the group-
ing of megacities into different latitude bands (indicated by
the colour of the arrow), with arrows pointing from the base
run to the scenario run to show the change in ratio observed
with the perturbation to the emissions. In all latitude groups,
the redistribution of megacity emissions leads to a shift in
chemical environment, usually from a strongly VOC-limited
environment towards a more weakly VOC-limited environ-
ment. Tropical megacities are typically located in “cleaner”
surrounding environments and pollutants are subject to more
rapid vertical transport (Butler and Lawrence, 2009). Hence
tropical megacities tend to have higher H2O2 : HNO3 forma-
tion ratios.

The redistribution of anthropogenic emissions leads to a
reduction in NOx available to form nitric acid, and hence

the dominant loss process of HOx radicals moves toward
the formation of hydroperoxides. Although both NOx and
VOC concentrations change with redistribution, the shorter
lifetime of NOx compared to VOCs leads to localised NOx
effects and more widely distributed VOC effects. Therefore
the local regime tends towards more NOx-limited conditions
under a redistribution scenario. The largest changes in fluxes
are seen for the tropical megacities, with a large reduction
in the formation of nitric acid. This is likely to be due to
the high amount of natural VOCs available in these regions
and lack of NOx in the surrounding environment. The 25 %
redistribution scenario (Fig.5b) shows changes in the forma-
tion ratio smaller than but similar to the 100 % redistribution
scenario (Fig.5a). On the other hand, the 25 % increase sce-
nario shows a reversal of the changes with an increase in the
flux to nitric acid. Changes in this case are small, which can
be explained by the small perturbation and the fact that the
megacities are already VOC-limited.

The chemical regime is seasonally dependent, and regions
can vary from more VOC-limited conditions in winter to
more NOx-limited conditions in summer (Jacob et al., 1995).
Figure5d shows winter and summer averages for the grouped
megacities. Note Hong Kong is not included in this anal-
ysis, as in the redistribution scenarios the city and country
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Fig. 5. a-c) Annual average H2O2 : HNO3 formation up to 320m for individual megacity grid
cells with the base ratio in red, a) 100% redistribution in blue, b) 25% redistribution scenario in
purple and c) 25% increase scenario in grey. Arrows link megacity grid cell changes from the
base run to the scenario run. The colour of the arrow relates to latitude, orange arrows indicate
Northern Hemisphere megacities, black arrows indicate Southern Hemisphere megacities and
green arrows indicate megacities in the tropics. In figure d) seasonal averages are shown
for all megacity grid cells within the latitude band. Solid arrows represent summer changes,
and dashed arrows represent winter changes. Lines are labelled as Northern Hemisphere
megacities in summer (NHS) and winter (NHW), Southern Hemisphere megacities in summer
(SHS) and winter (SHW) and tropical megacities in summer (TropS) and winter (TropW). Note
the tropical megacity averages are plotted for boreal winter and summer.
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Fig. 5. (a–c)Annual average H2O2 : HNO3 formation up to 320 m for individual megacity grid cells with the base ratio in red,(a) 100 %
redistribution in blue,(b) 25 % redistribution scenario in purple and(c) 25 % increase scenario in grey. Arrows link megacity grid cell changes
from the base run to the scenario run. The colour of the arrow relates to latitude: orange arrows indicate Northern Hemisphere megacities,
black arrows indicate Southern Hemisphere megacities and green arrows indicate megacities in the tropics. In(d) seasonal averages are
shown for all megacity grid cells within the latitude band. Solid arrows represent summer changes, and dashed arrows represent winter
changes. Lines are labelled as Northern Hemisphere megacities in summer (NHS) and winter (NHW), Southern Hemisphere megacities in
summer (SHS) and winter (SHW) and tropical megacities in summer (TropS) and winter (TropW). Note the tropical megacity averages are
plotted for boreal winter and summer.

boundaries are almost identical. In general, megacities in the
summer months have a higher H2O2 : HNO3 formation ra-
tio, showing a tendency to be less VOC-limited than in the
winter months. Changes in the H2O2 : HNO3 formation ratio
after redistribution are largest during the winter months for
the extratropical megacities. These changes in ozone produc-
tion regime are found to correlate with the large winter ozone
changes, as megacities enter an ozone production regime af-
ter redistribution and ozone concentrations increase.

Perturbing the background chemical regime has implica-
tions for emission control strategies, with the reduction of
NO not necessarily having the expected air quality benefits.

A reduction in NO may lead to an increase in the ozone ex-
posure in megacities, as discussed in Sect.4.1.

3.4 Tagging megacity emissions

The impact of megacity emissions on ozone concentrations is
also studied using the tagging approach outlined in Sect.2.4.
Figure 6 shows the global annual average ratio of tagged
ozone from megacity emissions to all non-tagged ozone at
the surface, with a focus over European regions. Globally,
the tagging of NOx emissions attributes 0.71 % of total ozone
to megacity emissions. The distribution of tagged ozone (left

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/12215/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 12215–12231, 2013
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Fig. 6. Annual average ratio of tagged ozone from megacity emissions to total ozone. Surface
ratio is shown both globally (left) and zoomed in over Europe (right).
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Fig. 6.Annual average ratio of tagged ozone from megacity emissions to total ozone. Surface ratio is shown both globally (left) and zoomed
in over Europe (right).
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Fig. 7. Annual average ratio of tagged PAN from megacity emissions to total PAN. Surface ratio
is shown both globally (left) and zoomed in over Europe (right).
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Fig. 7. Annual average ratio of tagged PAN from megacity emissions to total PAN. Surface ratio is shown both globally (left) and zoomed
in over Europe (right).

panel) shows the continental-scale effect of megacity emis-
sions. This spread is larger in winter months due to the longer
atmospheric lifetime of NOx allowing for greater transport.
Over continental Europe, on average∼5 % of the back-
ground ozone is attributed to megacity emissions (Fig.6).
Near megacities this typically increases to 20–40 %, although
there are larger uncertainties at this scale due to the tag-
ging scheme not accounting for all chemical species (see
Sect.2.4).

In comparing the global annual Ox budget for near the
surface (<320 m) for the full chemistry scheme, and for the
tagged Ox from megacities, we find the chemical production
and loss of Ox attributed to megacity emissions is around
∼1.5 % of the total. Overall, the ratio of chemical production
to loss is approximately the same for Ox due to megacity
emissions and for the full non-tagged Ox budget.

The transport of ozone precursor species is important for
the downwind production of ozone and hence for the effects
of emissions on continental scales. PAN is known for its
important role in the long-range transport of ozone (HTAP,
2010; Parrish et al., 2012). In addition, it is also a toxic com-
ponent of photochemical smog. Figure7 shows the tagged

PAN produced as a result of megacity emissions. Its life-
time depends on the ambient temperature, with its stability
in the cold upper troposphere allowing it to be transported
over long distances. Once it descends and undergoes ther-
mal decomposition, the NOx produced can then form ozone,
often in NOx-limited regions where the ozone production ef-
ficiency is high (Wild et al., 1996). Around 0.78 % of global
PAN is found to be a result of megacity emissions, and over
Europe the average contribution of megacities to background
PAN is∼2 %, with a maximum over the Po Valley of∼54 %.
The contribution of megacity emissions to PAN is particu-
larly high in the Northern Hemisphere.

3.5 Tagging versus perturbation

In this section we discuss the merits of the two different ap-
proaches used to investigate the effect of megacity emissions
and compare their results. Both approaches make differing
but complementary contributions to understanding the effect
of megacities. The emission perturbation method is a use-
ful tool to investigate changes in megacity emissions. These
types of experiments can provide guidance to policy-relevant
questions such as what would be the impact on oxidants and

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 12215–12231, 2013 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/12215/2013/
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Fig. 8. European surface ozone attributed to megacity emissions as a monthly average for the
tagging and perturbation techniques. An annihilation scenario and a 25% increase scenario
are compared, where the 25% increase scenario is scaled to 100% for comparison purposes.
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Fig. 8. European surface ozone attributed to megacity emissions as
a monthly average for the tagging and perturbation techniques. An
annihilation scenario and a 25 % increase scenario are compared,
where the 25 % increase scenario is scaled to 100 % for comparison
purposes.

other pollutants when altering megacity emissions. In con-
trast, tagging techniques are best suited to separate the con-
tribution of megacity emissions on pollutants and oxidants,
relative to that of other emission sources.

In Sect. 3.1, the impact of megacities was quantified us-
ing an annihilation method, showing that removal of megac-
ity emissions results in a 0.27 % reduction of total tropo-
spheric ozone. In contrast, the tagging approach described in
Sect.3.4 attributes 0.71 % of tropospheric ozone to megac-
ity emissions. Both methods find a contribution of less than
1 %, and so demonstrate a disproportionately low impact of
megacities on global total ozone. Nevertheless there is an
important quantitative difference in the results from the two
methods.

At relatively clean-air oceanic locations, both methods
similarly show megacities to have very little influence on
ozone concentrations. Over polluted continental regions,
such as Europe, North America and Asia, the tagging method
in each region is found to attribute a greater amount of ozone
to megacity emissions. Figure8 shows a comparison of the
tagging and perturbation results as a monthly time series over
Europe. The perturbation results are shown for the annihila-
tion scenario(base- annihilation)and for the 25 % increase
scenario ((25 % increase× 4)-base). The scaling of the
25 % increase scenario allows for direct comparison with the
100 % annihilation scenario and the tagging method. Many
previous emission perturbation studies used smaller pertur-
bations (10–20 %), to reduce the effects of chemical non-
linearity (Wild and Akimoto, 2001; West et al., 2009a; Wild
et al., 2012; Fiore et al., 2012). However, over the larger Eu-
ropean domain here, the difference between the scaled 25 %
and 100 % perturbation results is small.

In Fig. 8, the tagging method attributes a greater amount
of ozone to megacities over Europe. Around 1 ppb of surface
ozone over the European domain (−15–30◦ E, 30–60◦ N) is

attributed to megacities through this method. In Sect.3.3,
the perturbation approach was shown to alter the background
chemical environment, which in turn affects the rate of ozone
production and loss and contributes to the differences we see
here. Over the European domain, the rates of ozone produc-
tion and loss are reduced in the perturbation run compared to
the base run. Overall the lower ozone production rate leads
to a net reduction in ozone over Europe when the effects
of megacities are represented using the perturbation method.
Additionally, the perturbation method leads to large changes
in ozone production and loss rates in megacities compared
to the base (up to 80 %), while the tagging method leads to
much smaller changes (<10 %). This is in agreement with
Emmons et al.(2012), who find larger changes in ozone pro-
duction and loss rates in a perturbation method compared to
a tagging method.

There are uncertainties associated with using a NOx tag-
ging scheme for megacity studies; any production of ozone
via peroxy radicals without NOx catalysts which is not ac-
counted for in a NOx tagging scheme may become significant
at the local megacity scale. Therefore, although the tagging
method used here is useful in global source attribution, a full-
tagging scheme (i.e. also including tagged VOCs) would be
beneficial for studying ozone production and loss on local
scales.

4 Megacity impacts

The perturbation method can be used to evaluate scenarios of
emission changes on ozone production and loss, without the
great number of additional reactions and tracers needed in the
tagging method. In these final sections, we consider some of
the impacts of megacities using the redistribution scenarios.

4.1 Ozone exceedance days

Ozone exceedance days, defined here as days where the max-
imum 8-hourly average ozone concentration exceeds 60 ppb
(EU, 2008), are frequently used in air quality studies as a
metric to assess the impacts of ozone exposure on the popu-
lation (Anenberg et al., 2009, 2010; West et al., 2009b). Here,
we output hourly data to consider changes to the daily 8 h
maximum ozone concentrations (DM8H), caused by the per-
turbation of megacity emissions.

London, as a megacity in the Northern Hemisphere, sees
a typical increase in ozone with the redistribution of emis-
sions (see Sect.3.1). The number of days exceeding the
ozone DM8H 60 ppb guideline increase if emissions are
completely redistributed. Daily 8 h maximum ozone concen-
trations are found to be on average 15 % higher with redis-
tribution. London is therefore an example where the redis-
tribution of megacity emissions increases the population ex-
posure to high ozone concentrations. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere, other megacities such as Los Angeles and the Ruhr
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Fig. 9. Annual average changes in NOy deposition Ggyr−1 for each of the scenarios (pertur-
bation - base). Perturbation scenarios are a) Annihilation run (label:NoMC)-base, b) 100%
redistribution run (label:100%r)-base c) 25% redistribution run (label:25%r)-base and d) 25%
increase run (label:25%i)-base.
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Fig. 9. Annual average changes in NOy deposition Ggyr−1 for each of the scenarios (perturbation - base). Perturbation scenarios are
(a) annihilation run (label:NoMC)-base,(b) 100 % redistribution run (label:100 %r)-base,(c) 25 % redistribution run (label:25 %r)-base
and(d) 25 % increase run (label:25 %i)-base.

Valley also experience an increase in the exceedance of high
ozone concentrations following redistribution. The ozone ex-
ceedances in these cases increase due to a reduction in titra-
tion with redistribution. In contrast, some tropical megaci-
ties, such as Mexico City, see a reduction in the number of
ozone exceedance days with redistribution. Tropical megac-
ities were shown in Fig.5 to be typically in a more NOx-
limited chemical regime, therefore leading to a reduction in
ozone exceedance days once emissions were redistributed.

Due to the coarse model grid and the ozone production bi-
ases associated with spatial averaging of the emissions, we
believe a more quantitative analysis of exceedance days for
specific megacities is beyond the scope of this paper. How-
ever, the link between ozone changes in Fig.4 and ozone
exceedance days allows a generalisation to be made based
on latitudinal groups of megacities. After redistribution of
megacity emissions, Northern Hemisphere megacities gener-
ally exceed the ozone guidelines on a greater number of days,
and tropical megacities on a fewer number of days. Changes
in individual cities will depend strongly on the underlying
local and regional emissions (Butler et al., 2008), and on the
ambient chemical environment.

4.2 Megacity impacts on NOy deposition

Beyond the effects of megacity emissions on air quality, the
perturbation scenarios indicate that megacity emissions also

have implications for the deposition of species, including
nitrogen oxides (NOy = NOx + HONO + HNO3 + NO3 +
HO2NO2 + 2N2O5 + PAN). Figure9 shows as an annual
average the difference in NOy deposition in Ggyr−1 for each
perturbation scenario compared to the base run. The annihila-
tion scenario (Fig.9a) shows the effect of removing megaci-
ties is to reduce NOy deposition, not only locally in megacity
areas but also regionally, especially over Europe, East Asia
and parts of North America. Globally, 1.75 Tgyr−1 less NOy
is deposited with the removal of megacity emissions (∼3 %).
Further analysis revealed that megacity emissions contribute
a higher percentage to the dry deposition of certain species;
e.g. the annual average dry deposition of N2O5 is increased
by ∼6 % and the dry deposition of HNO3 by ∼4 % when
megacities are present. In the 100 % redistribution scenario,
NOy deposition is reduced in megacities and the surrounding
areas. On the country scale there are regional increases in
NOy deposition of up to 18 %; however as there is no change
in the total global NOx emissions, globally the total NOy de-
posited changes by<1 %. In the 25 % redistribution scenario,
the smaller perturbation means the signal is hard to distin-
guish above background variations. In the scenario where the
emissions of megacities are increased by 25 %, NOy deposi-
tion is increased by 1 % globally. Increases are particularly
large in the Northern Hemisphere, with eastern Asia expe-
riencing the greatest increases. When comparing differences
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in dry versus wet deposition, we found that globally there is
little change in the ratio of dry to wet deposition with the re-
moval of megacity emissions (less than 0.2 % increase). Even
on regional scales, for example over Europe, the change in
ratio of dry to wet deposition is less than 0.5 %.

On smaller scales, both regionally and locally, the large
changes in NOy deposition would be expected to have con-
sequences for local terrestrial ecosystems. In the megacities
themselves, the anthropogenic emissions affect NOy depo-
sition. For example, in the cities of London and Paris, the
complete removal of megacity emissions decreases NOy de-
position by∼10 % and∼19 % respectively. The annihilation
of megacity emissions leads to the greatest changes in NOy
deposition in Chinese megacities, with NOy deposition in
Shanghai decreasing by up to∼14 Ggyr−1 (∼36 %). When
emissions are redistributed, as in the 100 % redistribution
scenario, NOy deposition increases over more rural regions.
For example, there are increases over natural vegetation and
forests in the Pacific Northwest of America and parts of In-
donesia. This could have implications for carbon storage in
these regions (Holland et al., 1997).

5 Conclusions

The impact of megacity emissions has been investigated by
both perturbation and tagging methods using the UM-UKCA
global chemistry–climate model. In a comparison of the
methods we show results to be broadly similar, with megac-
ities in both cases contributing<1 % to total ozone, which
in this study is disproportionately small compared to their
contribution to global NOx emissions (∼4.3 %). The meth-
ods do differ quantitatively, with tagging attributing 0.71 %
and perturbation/annihilation attributing 0.27 % of global to-
tal ozone to megacity emissions. The method of annihilation
perturbs the background chemical environment and hence
underestimates the ozone attributed to megacity emissions.
Over Europe, the perturbation method attribution of ozone to
megacities is a factor of 2–3 less than the tagging method,
with the greatest differences noted during the winter, when
megacity chemical environments are generally VOC-limited.

Megacity emissions are found to have large impacts on
local/regional air quality scales, with the redistribution of
megacity emissions leading to over 30 % increases in ozone
in the Northern Hemisphere megacities. Additionally, chang-
ing the distribution of emissions locally affects the back-
ground chemical environment. This shifts towards NOx-
limited conditions in the megacities with the redistribution of
emissions, which is generally more conducive to ozone pro-
duction. However, fully redistributing megacity emissions
leads to negligible changes on the global scale, showing
the local distribution of emissions to be unimportant for
chemistry–climate processes on large scales.

Changes in ozone due to megacities are found to be de-
pendent on latitude and season. Local ozone increases in the

Northern Hemisphere megacities led to a greater number of
days exceeding the EU guideline maximum 8-hourly average
ozone concentration of 60 ppb following the redistribution of
emissions. In contrast, tropical megacities typically experi-
ence a reduction in ozone exceedance days with redistribu-
tion.

Perturbing megacity emissions leads to changes in NOx
that are reflected over hemispheric scales, with∼3 % of
global NOy deposition associated with megacity emissions.
This indicates the importance of megacity NOx emissions on
the terrestrial biosphere. The additional source of nitrogen
deposition could lead to nitrogen saturation and damage to
sensitive ecosystems.

To assess megacity effects on local scales, clearly a higher
model resolution would be beneficial. However, these studies
were run with a global resolution setup, with the aim of being
able to perform multiple future simulations to better under-
stand climate and air quality interactions. Sub-grid effects of
megacities are also not included at the current climate reso-
lution. Future work should extend the basic tagging scheme
in the UM-UKCA model to consider competing NOx–VOC
interactions in ozone production. This approach would com-
plement perturbation approaches for quantifying the impact
of emission control policies in megacities.
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